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ABSTRACT

Estimates of surface currents over the continental shelf are now regularly made using high-frequency radar

(HFR) systems along much of the U.S. coastline. The recently deployed HFR system at the Martha’s

Vineyard Coastal Observatory (MVCO) is a unique addition to these systems, focusing on high spatial res-

olution over a relatively small coastal ocean domain with high accuracy. However, initial results from the

system showed sizable errors and biased estimates of M2 tidal currents, prompting an examination of new

methods to improve the quality of radar-based velocity data. The analysis described here utilizes the radial

metric output of CODAR Ocean Systems’ version 7 release of the SeaSonde Radial Site Software Suite to

examine both the characteristics of the received signal and the output of the direction-finding algorithm to

provide data quality controls on the estimated radial currents that are independent of the estimated velocity.

Additionally, the effect of weighting spatial averages of radials falling within the same range and azimuthal

bin is examined to account for differences in signal quality. Applied to two month-long datasets from the

MVCO high-resolution system, these new methods are found to improve the rms difference comparisons with

in situ current measurements by up to 2 cm s21, as well as reduce or eliminate observed biases of tidal ellipses

estimated using standard methods.

1. Introduction

Over the past two-and-a-half decades, numerous ef-

forts have been made to understand the errors and

biases that exist for high-frequency radar (HFR) ob-

servations of ocean surface currents. This is especially

true for the direction-finding calculation that is a major

part of extracting surface currents from the SeaSonde-

type radar systems examined here, made by CODAR

Ocean Systems. While these efforts have allowed prog-

ress in understanding the roles of antenna-based bearing

biases, direction-finding algorithm performance, and

velocity-based quality control schemes, the role of ex-

ternal data quality indicators (i.e., those independent of

the estimated velocity itself) have received less attention.

This work intends to show that using nonvelocity-based

metrics of the signal quality and the direction-of-arrival

(DOA) function to both implement additional data

quality controls and alter the typical spatial averaging

process can lead to surface currents with reduced

scatter and biases when compared to in situ current

sensors.

This effort is motivated by the installation of a new

system of closely spaced HF radars deployed along the

southern coast of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.

Initial comparisons between HFR surface currents and

in situ observations of near-surface velocity from an

acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) revealed

large scatter of hourly near-surface velocities and, more

importantly, significant biases in estimates of the M2

tidal ellipses (the dominant tidal constituent). These

biases are likely the result of systematic errors in the

radar estimates of surface currents. Because the purpose

of this high-resolution system is to observe the spatially

variable inner-shelf circulation at a variety of scales,

the increased spatial independence and accuracy needs

of the science goals, coupled with these initial results,
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necessitated an examination of new methods to improve

data quality.

This paper is organized as follows. A summary of

HFR data acquisition, typical data-processing methods,

and recent work on understanding and/or minimizing

HFR velocity errors for the CODAR Ocean Systems’

SeaSonde radar is presented first, both for completeness

and to give context to the changes examined here. The

new HFR system located at the Martha’s Vineyard

Coastal Observatory (MVCO) is described next along

with the initial results of the examined datasets. Im-

provements to the data quality controls and averaging

procedures are then described using data from the

MVCO system. Finally, the results of these steps applied

to two separate MVCO HFR datasets are shown and

conclusions are presented.

2. SeaSonde data acquisition and quality

a. Data acquisition

HF radars measure ocean surface velocities by emitting

a vertically polarized electromagnetic signal toward the

electrically conductive ocean surface. The outgoing signal

is coherently backscattered by surface gravity waves

whose wavelengths are half that of the transmitted signal

wavelength (i.e., 6-m ocean wavelengths for 24–27-MHz

systems) and travel directly away from or toward the

transmitter. This coherent, strong return of energy at

a precise wavelength (Bragg scattering) allows the radial

velocity (away from the receiver) of the surface water to

be inferred from the Doppler shift of the returning signal

(Crombie 1955; Barrick and Weber 1977; Paduan and

Graber 1997). For the compact SeaSonde HFR system,

manufactured by CODAR Ocean Systems, a series of

three collocated receive antennas, mounted orthogo-

nally, are used along with a direction-finding (DF) algo-

rithm to infer the bearing of the incoming radar return

(Barrick and Lipa 1997). A series of temporal and spatial

averaging and interpolation steps are employed before

and after direction finding to grid the results to a regularly

spaced (in range and azimuth) grid of radial velocities.

Vector velocities are then obtained using the results from

multiple sites.

For DF systems like the SeaSonde, four distinct pro-

cessing steps exist (Fig. 1). First, from each of the three

receive antennas located at a site, a cross-spectral esti-

mate of the complex signal power is produced every

sample period (nominally either 4 or 8 min), which

represents the reflected energy at each detectable range

distance and Doppler frequency (Fig. 1a). Because

Doppler frequency shifts can be translated directly to

FIG. 1. (a)–(d) Illustrating the major processing steps to derive estimates of vector surface currents from the

backscatter obtained by direction-finding SeaSonde HF radar systems. All images were taken from the COS Radial

and Combine Site Software packages.
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‘‘Doppler velocities,’’ these spectra provide estimates of

velocities observed along each range circle. Successive

spectra for each range circle are normally averaged over

a time interval (e.g., a 30-min average every 10 min or a

1-h average every ½ h) to reduce noise and attain an

ensemble average of the complex signal voltages at each

Doppler velocity. Second, from these averaged range

circle spectral estimates, for each measured Doppler ve-

locity within the region of the strongest returns (the ‘‘first-

order region’’), the complex signal voltages from each of

the three antennas are used with a direction-finding al-

gorithm [Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC); see

Schmidt (1986)] to find the DOA function for each ob-

served velocity (Lipa et al. 2006). The peak value(s) of the

DOA function give the estimated bearing of the signal(s),

with a maximum of two bearings allowed by the three-

antenna array. With each measured Doppler velocity

reorganized by estimated bearing (Fig. 1b), all of the

velocity estimates at a given range having bearings within

a nominally 58-wide azimuthal angle are averaged to es-

timate the radial velocity (e.g., every ½ h over an hour or

every 1 h over 3 h) in each range/azimuthal bin (Fig. 1c).

These final averaged radial estimates are used, along with

the results from other sites, to estimate the vector ve-

locities present on a Cartesian grid using a spatial aver-

aging window typically 1.5–2 times larger than the grid

spacing itself (COS 2009; Fig. 1d). In addition to the

multiple layers of averaging described above, interpo-

lation is typically used to subsample the spectra for finer

velocity resolution and, on both the radial and vector

velocities, to fill gaps in the coverage area and spatially

smooth the resulting currents (Lipa et al. 2006).

b. Data quality

Multiple comparative studies have been made be-

tween HFR data and near-surface measurements of

velocity using ADCPs or Lagrangian drifter trajectories

to assess the quality of the surface current observations

(Emery et al. 2004; Ullman and Codiga 2004; Kohut

et al. 2006; Paduan et al. 2006; Ohlmann et al. 2007). In

theory, velocity errors, as rms differences with in situ

observations, can vary dramatically due to transmission

frequency, sensor placement, and location within the

sampled domain. However, in practice, these works

have shown that an upper bound of 10–20 cm s21 exists

for long-range (4–5 MHz) systems with slightly reduced

values for 11–13- or 24–26-MHz systems. Noise levels of

6 cm s21 have been inferred from these comparisons

(Emery et al. 2004; Ohlmann et al. 2007).

Additional efforts have focused on the potential

sources of error in HFR observations, finding that dif-

ferences between HFR and in situ observations can be

due to a combination of poor antenna calibrations,

adverse environmental conditions, and either poor or

variable performance of the direction-finding algorithm.

Emery et al. (2004) compared radial velocities from

bearings of up to 6308 away from the true bearing to

ADCP-based near-surface velocity along the true bearing,

finding that bearing errors of up to 108–158 routinely ex-

isted when the ideal beam patterns were used. Use of the

measured or calibrated antenna response patterns can

minimize these types of errors (Barrick and Lipa 1986;

Kohut and Glenn 2003); however, determining the true

antenna response pattern itself is somewhat subjective,

because different interpretations of the calibration data

can lead to significantly different azimuthal distributions

of the radial velocities (Cosoli et al. 2010). Examining the

role of environmental effects on perceived errors between

sensors, Ohlmann et al. (2007) found that the rms differ-

ences between HFR radial velocities from a single radial

cell and ensembles of drifter velocities obtained within

the cell were similar to rms differences between the drifter

velocities themselves. Thus, environmental conditions can

have a significant effect on these standard rms difference

comparisons. Under nearly ideal environmental and

operational conditions, Kohut et al. (2006) found es-

timated differences as low as 3 cm s21 for a well-averaged,

25-MHz system.

A smaller number of works have examined the output

of the DF algorithm and both the effects of noise on

algorithm performance and the parameters used to dif-

ferentiate when a single- or dual-angle solution is ap-

propriate. Simulations of the effect of the DF algorithm

on velocity error with synthetic datasets have indicated

that, under ideal antenna conditions and an ensemble

of various simulated flow conditions, a lower bound of

3 cm s21 error exists solely due to the direction-finding

algorithm (Laws et al. 2010). Using synthetic datasets

from four specific current scenarios, de Paolo and Terrill

(2007a,b) found that the skill of the MUSIC algorithm

decreased significantly when signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)

became less than 10. Further, during the more complex

current scenarios examined, adjusting the dual-angle so-

lution parameters used in the HFR implementation of

MUSIC (Lipa et al. 2006) led to a higher fraction of dual-

angle solutions, but not necessarily lower rms differences

(de Paolo and Terrill 2007a).

Despite the considerable number of comparative

studies and error investigations performed to date, the

application of these results to advance HFR data quality

control have been more limited. While many, if not all,

studies utilizing HFR data implement some level of data

quality controls (e.g., Kim et al. 2007), most focus on

using the estimated velocities themselves to gauge the

quality of the radial or vector velocities, following stan-

dard time series analysis techniques (e.g., NDBC 2009;
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Halle 2008). In addition, error estimates reported by the

SeaSonde instrument software are composed of a sim-

ple standard deviation of all velocities mapped into the

given range/azimuthal bin by the DF algorithm (COS

2009). Only two previous studies (de Paolo and Terrill

2007a,b) have examined the signal quality or the output

of MUSIC, metrics other than the velocities themselves,

as a way to quality control the velocity results.

The present analysis builds on that used by de Paolo

and Terrill (2007a,b), utilizing the radial metric output

of CODAR Ocean Systems’ version 7 release of the

SeaSonde Radial Site Software Suite to examine both

the parameters of the received signals and the DF algo-

rithm processing to provide and utilize quality control

metrics for the estimated radial currents. Additionally,

this work examines a new way to selectively average ra-

dials falling within the same cell in order to account for

differences in signal quality and velocity error. Applied to

the MVCO high-resolution HFR system, these new ef-

forts are found to both improve the rms difference com-

parisons with in situ instruments and, more importantly,

reduce observed biases of tidal ellipses estimated using

the MVCO HFR system.

3. The MVCO HFR system

MVCO, located along the south coast of the island of

Martha’s Vineyard (Fig. 2), supports a new HFR system

designed to map inner-shelf currents with the highest

possible spatial resolution. Deployed in 2010, the system

has the technical goal of measuring currents at scales

approaching 400 m within a 20 km 3 20 km domain

south of Martha’s Vineyard (Fig. 2). The system is com-

posed of three closely spaced sites with SeaSonde-type

DF instruments running at operating frequencies near

25 MHz. Two of the three sites are located on land, with

one placed at the MVCO Shore Meteorological Station

(METS) and the second approximately 10 km to the west

at the Long Point Wildlife Refuge (LPWR). The third

site is located on the MVCO Air–Sea Interaction Tower

(ASIT), approximately 4 km offshore and south of the

island. To achieve the highest possible radial resolution

(420 m) given the 350 kHz of bandwidth available at

25 MHz, all sites run at common frequencies using GPS-

based timing to separate the transmissions from each site

(Table 1). Given the small spatial domain that can be

adequately sampled at low geometric error with this

configuration, as well as potential for interactions be-

tween the instruments at the land and tower sites, all sites

transmit at low power (1–2 W, less than 3% of typical

systems). In comparison, most coastal, nonestuarian HFR

sites operate at 50–60 W and obtain radial resolutions

of 2–8 km out to ranges of approximately 60–130 km,

depending on which operating frequency is used, 24–26,

11–13, or 4–5 MHz.

To obtain their science goals, the MVCO HFRs were

configured to maximize the spatial and temporal in-

dependence of the observations. Spectral estimates of

the observed Doppler-shifted velocities are collected in

bursts of 1028 nonoverlapping frequency sweeps with

a sweep rate of 2 Hz for finer-resolution Doppler ve-

locities than is typical for 25-MHz systems without in-

terpolation. A maximum of three, but normally two,

successive spectral estimates are averaged to create the

necessary ensemble estimate every 15 min. Direction

finding and azimuthal averaging into 58 bands is per-

formed on each ensemble and, for data processed using

the standard software suite, successive radial velocity

estimates are time averaged into 60-min averages every

30 min. No interpolation is used to smooth the fields or

fill in radial gaps, but, as in previous works, outliers are

removed before computing vector velocities. Given the

dense spacing of the radial grid points (Fig. 3), the vector

averaging is performed using a 400-m grid with grid

points starting approximately 600 m offshore and an av-

eraging radius equal to the grid width. These alternative

methods were used to achieve finer-resolution velocity

FIG. 2. Map of Martha’s Vineyard. The land-based meteoro-

logical mast and offshore tower installations of the MVCO are

shown (METS and ASIT), as is the location of the MVCO 12-m

underwater node (node), which provided ADCP observations for

the study. MVCO radar sites are located at METS, ASIT, and

LPWR, and the sampling domain shown in Fig. 3 is shown (black

box). The locations of the previous observational sites (Lentz et al.

2008), used for additional comparisons, are marked (triangles).

Bathymetric contours are shown (m).
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estimates having greater spatial independence at the

potential expense of increased noise.

For the datasets used here, a number of steps were

taken to ensure that the radial velocity estimates were of

the highest quality possible. The first-order region limits

utilized for the analysis, optimized for the conditions

present south of Martha’s Vineyard, are shown in Table 1.

Measured antenna patterns were obtained for each site

and utilized in the DF algorithm to estimate radial cur-

rents over water. Finally, the spatial structure of the M2

tidal ellipses for the entire domain, estimated from the

vector velocity time series at each grid point using

T_Tide (Pawlowicz et al. 2002), were analyzed for pat-

terns of unrealistic ellipse inclination (orientation) ema-

nating from a particular site, which serve as an indication

of potential bearing-related errors. The measured beam

patterns were adjusted by smoothing and/or interpolation,

similar to that described by Cosoli et al. (2010) and de

Paolo and Terrill (2007a), to minimize errors identified.

4. Initial results using standard methods

To test the representativeness of the surface velocities

obtained by the MVCO HFR system, the surface cur-

rent estimates (as hourly averages) were compared to

observations of near-surface velocities measured by

a bottom-mounted, upward-looking RD Instruments

1200-kHz ADCP at the MVCO underwater node. The

underwater node is located 1.6 km offshore in 12 m of

water and sampled using 0.5-m bin depths. Velocity

observations from the ADCP were masked using a tide-

following surface level minus 1.5 m, to account for

sidelobe contamination, and then linearly extrapolated

back to the theoretical effective radar depth of 0.25 m

(Stewart and Joy 1974) using the top three viable bins of

the ADCP. While this surface extrapolation is used in

the comparisons given below, it is important to note that

qualitatively similar results were found using observa-

tions from the highest bin of the ADCP, indicating that

the extrapolation of ADCP velocities to the surface did

not significantly affect the results presented. For radial

comparisons, the ADCP vector velocities were rotated

into the along- and across-bearing coordinate system of

each of the sites. A harmonic analysis of the tidal ve-

locities present was performed on both ADCP and HFR

velocities using T_Tide (Pawlowicz et al. 2002).

A key difference between the surface currents obtained

by the HFR system and those observed by the ADCP is

that the Lagrangian Stokes drift caused by surface gravity

waves are present in the HFR surface currents, but not in

the Eularian ADCP velocities. Theoretical work by

Creamer et al. (1989) indicated that radar surface currents

should include the Stokes component of all surface gravity

waves with wavelengths larger that the Bragg wave (6 m

for 25 MHz). Recent observational studies by Mao and

Heron (2008) and Ullman et al. (2006) have somewhat

confirmed this, showing that model fits to the surface

currents using the wind (Mao and Heron 2008), as well as

comparisons between drifter and radar observations from

different effective depths (Ullman et al. 2006), were sig-

nificantly improved if the effects of Stokes drift were

TABLE 1. MVCO HF radar operating parameters.

Transmitted signal

Center frequency 25.5 MHz

Sweep (sampling) rate 2 Hz

Bandwidth 349.246 kHz*

Blank 243.2 ms

Blank delay 2.85 ms

Pulse shaping Off

Attenuation 16–18 dB

Data acquisition

Dwell (1028 samples) 512 s (8 min, 31 s)

Doppler cells 1028

Frequency resolution 0.002 Hz

Bragg frequency 0.5154 Hz

Current resolution 1.15 cm s21

Current velocity range 22 km

Range cell resolution 429 m

First-order region limits

Maximum velocity limit 100 cm s21

Points to smooth 4

Down peak limit factor 20

Down peak null factor 10

Noise factor 4

* Small frequency offsets and different GPS-based timing align-

ments are used to minimize interference between the sites.

FIG. 3. Sampling domain of the MVCO radar system. The esti-

mated position of each radial average from all stations are shown

(gray dots), along with the specific radial lines (black dots) and cells

(open circles) that overlay the 12-m-node ADCP location.
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included. Thus, to aid the comparisons made here, a time

series of the total Stokes drift at the effective depth of the

radar observations was subtracted from the HFR surface

current time series. ADCP-based estimates of the signif-

icant wave height, dominant wave period, and significant

wave direction, calculated by MVCO using standard

analysis methods and the 12-m node ADCP observations,

were used to estimate the Stokes drift present at the ra-

dar’s effective depth using linear wave theory following

Lentz et al. (2008). Tests with and without the estimate of

Stokes drift subtracted from the HFR surface currents

indicated that not accounting for Stokes drift increased

the rms differences given below by 1–1.5 cm s21.

Two initial datasets of surface currents from the array

were examined to understand system performance using

two or three sites. The ‘‘fall’’ dataset covers the 4-week

period from 17 September to 14 October 2010 and is

comprised of radial and vector currents from the two

land-based sites only, because the ASIT site had not yet

been installed. The ‘‘winter’’ dataset covers a slightly

longer period between 5 December 2010 and 13 January

2011 when data from all three sites were available.

Based on observations from the ADCP, mean surface

velocities were 3 cm s21 to the west and 2.5 cm s21 to the

south during the fall period and 0.4 and 1.3 cm s21 to the

west and south during the winter period, respectively.

Tidal velocities were the strongest component of flow

during both datasets, being an order of magnitude greater

than the estimated mean velocities (Table 2). While the

magnitude of the dominant M2 tidal constituent of the

depth-averaged mean ADCP velocities (not shown here)

was similar between the datasets, small but significant

differences existed in the estimated semimajor and sem-

iminor axes magnitudes of the near-surface velocities of

the two datasets (Table 2). The near-surface velocities

of the fall dataset, occurring near or at the end of the

summer-stratified period, were marked by weak wind

forcing and slightly stronger tidal currents. Mean flow

during this time period appears to be driven by tidal

rectification (Ganju et al. 2011). Conditions during the

winter dataset were typical for that time of year, with

frequent strong wind events, strong surface currents, and

much weaker stratification as well as slightly weaker

surface tidal currents.

Error estimates, as root-mean-square (rms) differences

between the near-surface ADCP velocities and HFR ra-

dial or vector surface currents of the MVCO system, were

near the higher end of published estimates of errors for

midrange HFR measurements. For the fall dataset, rms

differences between the radial currents at LPWR and

METS and the node velocities were 10.4 and 9.4 cm s21,

respectively (Fig. 4). Comparisons of vector surface cur-

rents of the fall dataset had rms differences of 7.7 and

10.3 cm s21 for the east and north velocities, respectively.

Errors for the ADCP HFR comparisons during the winter

dataset were similar to the fall dataset for the individual

radial estimates but were reduced for the vector surface

currents. RMS differences ranged from 7.9 to 9.6 cm s21

for the radial velocities at all three sites, and 6.3 and

6.9 cm s21 for the east and north velocities (Fig. 5). Time

series of radial currents from similar ranges but varying

bearing angles were also compared to the ADCP velocities

to test for antenna-based bearing errors following Emery

et al. (2004). At all sites, the highest correlations and lowest

rms differences occurred at the bearing angle of the MVCO

node, indicating that minimal residual bearing errors

existed for radial currents at the location of the ADCP.

Comparisons of the estimated M2 tidal components of

the ADCP and nearby HFR surface currents enable the

identification of systematic biases that random noise

might obscure in comparisons of raw hourly averaged

velocities. The M2 tide is a narrowbanded signal with a

wide spatial extent; thus, each instrument should be able

to capture it robustly to accuracies much greater than

those of raw or hourly averaged velocities. In general,

comparisons between the M2 components of the radial

or vector velocities had much lower rms differences than

those described above. During the fall dataset, estimates

TABLE 2. MVCO 12-m node ADCP near-surface tidal constituents.

Constituent Period (h) Dataset Semimajor axis (cm s21) Semiminor axis (cm s21) Inclination (8) Phase (8)

M2 12.42 Fall 25.6 6 4.1 24.0 6 0.9 179 6 3 200 6 10

Winter 24.5 6 1.4 23.0 6 0.5 1.4 6 1.5 178 6 4

N2 12.65 Fall*

Winter 4.1 6 1.5 20.9 6 0.6 176 6 11 163 6 2

S2 12.00 Fall 3.6 6 3.8 20.8 6 1.2 168 6 19 249 6 67

Winter 2.9 6 1.6 20.5 6 0.6 170 6 12 217 6 35

O1 25.82 Fall 2.4 6 2.5 0.2 6 1.3 0 6 31 59 6 66

Winter 1.3 6 1.0 20.2 6 0.4 178 6 20 260 6 49

K1 23.93 Fall 0.5 6 1.7 0.1 6 1.2 118 6 89 284 6 180

Winter 2.7 6 1.0 20.2 6 0.4 177 6 9 312 6 24

* The fall sample period was not long enough to resolve the N2 constituent.
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of the M2 tidal component of the radial velocities had

rms differences of 0.7 and 1.5 cm s21 for LPWR and

METS, respectively. Rms differences for the M2 tidal

component of the vector velocities were larger at 2.1

and 1.4 cm s21 for the east and north components, but

showed a significant phase lag for the smaller northward

tidal component (Fig. 4). For the winter dataset, rms

differences between the M2 tidal component of radial

surface currents varied from 0.2 to 2.2 cm s21 for the

three sites while rms differences for the east and north

components were and 1.3 and 1.8 cm s21, respectively

(Fig. 5). As seen in the fall dataset, the smaller north-

ward tidal component exhibited a significant phase off-

set from the ADCP-based tide.

These initial results show that the MVCO system has

noise levels that were equal to or exceed the typical

FIG. 4. Comparisons of HFR radial and vector surface currents measured by the LPWR and METS sites with in situ velocities from the

node ADCP for the fall dataset. Both (a)–(d) hourly averaged data and (e)–(h) estimated M2 tidal components are shown. The scale of the

smaller axis used for the north results (d),(h) is illustrated in the east results (c),(g) (square box).

FIG. 5. Comparisons of HFR radial surface currents measured by all three radial sites: (a),(f) ASIT, (b),(g) LPWR, (c),(h) METS as well as

the (d),(i) east, and (e),(j) north vector components. See Fig. 4 for detailed descriptions.
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uncertainty levels given above. Further tests, not shown

here, indicated that the addition of the third site led to

much of the reduced uncertainty levels seen in the vec-

tor surface currents of the winter dataset. However,

neither dataset was able to produce an unbiased esti-

mate of the northward, across-shelf component of the

M2 tide. Because the across-shelf component of the tide

is of the same magnitude as the dynamically important

across-shelf surface velocities that are critical to un-

derstanding across-shelf exchange, additional analysis

methods are necessary to reduce these observed biases

as well as noise levels in general.

5. Additional data quality controls

Previous efforts to reduce errors in radial velocity es-

timates have generally focused on the instrument config-

uration causes of velocity errors, including incorrect first-

order delineations, beam patterns, or incorrect MUSIC

parameters (Emery et al. 2004; Kohut and Glenn 2003; de

Paolo and Terrill 2007a). As described above, a significant

effort was made to optimize these user-controllable in-

strument parameters for the MVCO HFR system. To

extract additional error reductions from the datasets, the

following two approaches were investigated: i) using the

radial metric output of the CODAR Ocean Systems’

processing software to develop nonvelocity-based data

quality control thresholds, and ii) implementing a new

way to selectively average radials falling within the same

cell to account for differences in data quality.

a. Data quality thresholds

For a given range circle and radial velocity identified

in the cross-spectra of the received signal (see Fig. 1)

the complex signal amplitudes from the three antennas

and the measured antenna response pattern are used by

MUSIC to estimate the DOA function (Fig. 6). The up-

dated software release (version 7) produces additional

output, called radial metrics, that give details about

the signal properties and direction-finding calculation,

including DOA peak power (dB), DOA half-power

width (8), estimated true signal power (dB), and SNR

values from each antenna element. These metrics were

examined using the observations collected by all MVCO

radar sites to develop quality control thresholds based on

the assumption that sharper DOA functions with higher

SNRs are indicative of results with reduced potential

errors. While a range of metric combinations and thresh-

old levels were examined here, the following thresholds

were found to be a reasonable balance of data quality

verses data quantity: (a) the DOA peak power greater

than 5 dB, (b) DOA half-power width less than 508, and

(c) the SNR in the monopole receive antenna (antenna 3)

greater than 5. For each velocity inside the first-order

region considered, unaveraged radials with results fall-

ing below the thresholds given were eliminated before

computing spatial and temporal radial averages. The

effects of these thresholds on data distribution can be

illustrated by examining the ratios of radials falling be-

low each threshold to those passing all thresholds, as

shown for the winter dataset at LPWR in Fig. 7. In gen-

eral, application of these threshold criteria have the

strongest effects in areas where data are likely erroneous,

such as over land or at the extremities of the coverage

area. However, the half-power width threshold appears

to eliminate additional raw radials throughout the do-

main. The effects of this combination of data quality

thresholds on the results are examined below.

b. Weighted averaging

A second path to improved data quality focuses on the

representativeness of individual radial velocity estimates.

FIG. 6. Two examples of the DOA functions estimated by

MUSIC for different range–velocity combinations of the cospectra

collected by METS at 0045 UTC 15 Dec 2010. The single- (black)

and dual- (gray) angle estimates of the DOA function are shown,

along with the DOA peak power (thin lines at 5 dB) and half-

power width (thick lines) thresholds described in the text. For these

examples, the dual-angle solution parameters used by COS pro-

cessing software chose the dual-angle solution for example (a) and

the single-angle solution for example (b).
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As described above, all radials along a range circle with

estimated bearings falling within a nominally 58 azimuthal

range are averaged to produce the final radial estimate.

Weighting the raw radial results in a given range/azimuthal

cell by the output metrics of MUSIC used above was ex-

plored as a way to reduce the noise and potential bias

of the radial averages. The SNR from antenna 3 (the

monopole) and the MUSIC-based estimate of the true

signal power (as a complex signal voltage) appeared

to be the most potentially useful weighting functions.

Weighting the radial averages by additional radial

metrics such as DOA peak power or DOA half-power

width were investigated, but the antenna-3 SNR and

the signal power weights had both the most reasonable

physical interpretation as well as the largest impact on

the radial averages.

Assuming that the wind forcing over an individual

range/azimuthal cell is constant, or nearly constant, a ra-

dial velocity estimate having a true signal power larger

than that of a second radial from the same range/azimuthal

cell can be interpreted as being more representative of the

true surface velocity over the cell’s area. Physically, this

can be thought of as more of the cell ‘‘moving’’ at the first

velocity; thus, more individual Bragg waves are Doppler

shifted by this first velocity, leading to a stronger return

from the cell at that velocity. An example of a situation

where weighting the average this way is significantly dif-

ferent from a simple average is shown in Fig. 8. Here,

velocities varying from 230 to 15 cm s21 have estimated

bearings that fall within the cell domain. However, the

more positive velocities have reduced signal power rela-

tive to the more negative velocities (Fig. 8). In this ex-

ample, which is typical of the results from the MVCO

system, the estimated true signal power appears to have

a larger dynamic range than the antenna-3 SNR. Where

an arithmetic mean of the six velocities gives a value of

213 cm s21, weighting the individual radials by their

MUSIC-estimated signal power (as a voltage) gives

225 cm s21, lessening the impact of these weaker power

velocity estimates. Because of its larger impact, gener-

ally found to be true for all sites of both datasets, the

true signal power is used below as the weighting function.

c. Application to the MVCO HFR system

To understand the relative value of the additional

quality control measures proposed here, HFR-based

surface currents estimated using these methodologies

were also compared to the ADCP-based surface veloc-

ities from the MVCO 12-m node. Specifically, radial

velocities were computed for the two datasets using the

following three data quality control methods:

d Standard: Use the standard SeaSonde data processing

steps for MVCO HFR datasets as described in

section 3. Summarized here again for clarity: from

the ensemble-averaged spectra (composed of 25-min

FIG. 7. Spatial maps of the data discarded and retained after application of the three quality control thresholds on

the LPWR winter dataset. The fraction of radial velocities discarded by each of the threshold criteria: (a) DOA peak

value less than 5 dB, (b) antenna-3 SNR less than 5 dB, or (c) DOA half-power peak width greater than 508 are given

for each radial position. (d) The failure rates of each threshold are normalized (color scale 0–1) by the total number of

valid radials passing all thresholds.
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average every 15 min), estimate bearings via MUSIC

and spatially average results into 58 azimuthal radial

averages.
d Thresholds: Use the radial metric output from the

ensemble-averaged spectra to exclude radial veloci-

ties from the spatial averages, and the subsequent

vector surface currents, when one of the following is

satisfied: (a) the DOA peak power ,5 dB, (b) DOA

half-power width .508, or (c) antenna-3 SNR , 5,

before spatial averaging to the standard radial grid for

each site.
d Thresholds/weights: Use the radial metric output

from the ensemble-averaged spectra and apply the

threshold criteria described above before computing

power-weighted spatial averages on the standard

radial grid.

6. Methodological comparisons

For each of the processing methods defined above,

vector velocities were formed for each grid point of an

identical grid from the available radial velocities. Both

the radial and vector velocity estimates from the HFR,

as well as the ADCP, were hourly averaged to a common

time stamp for comparison. The rms differences and

correlation coefficients between the HFR and 12-m-node

ADCP surface velocities for each of these three meth-

odologies are given here for both radial and vector ve-

locities from the fall (Fig. 9) and winter (Fig. 10) datasets.

For the majority of the radial velocity comparisons,

rms differences decreased and correlations increased

between the ‘‘Standard,’’ ‘‘Thresholds,’’ and ‘‘Thresholds/

weights’’ results. For the fall dataset, the new quality

controls had the most effect at METS (Fig. 9). Rms dif-

ferences between the ADCP and METS radials for the

thresholds/weights method were 7 cm s21, which was

a decrease of 2.5 cm s21 over the standard method. Rms

differences for LPWR verses the ADCP decreased from

1.1 to 9.4 cm s21 between the standard and thresholds/

weights results. Rms differences for the estimated M2 tidal

constituent during the fall dataset decreased slightly for the

comparison using LPWR radials, but decreased more than

1.25 cm s21 between the standard and thresholds/weights

methods for METS. For the hourly averaged radial ve-

locities of the winter dataset, rms differences at ASIT and

METS either increased or showed no change (Fig. 10),

although rms differences for LPWR decreased 1 cm s21

with the additional quality controls. In contrast to the

full dataset, comparisons of the estimated M2 tidal

constituents actually improved by 1 cm s21 for ASIT

and 0.5 cm s21 for METS with the additional methods,

but degraded slightly at LPWR.

For both the east and north components, rms differences

in the velocity comparisons decreased as additional data

quality measures were utilized. During the fall dataset, rms

differences improved from 1 to 6.7 cm s21 for east ve-

locities and from 2 to 8.3 cm s21 for north velocities

between the standard and thresholds/weights methods,

with correlations increasing as well (Fig. 9). Comparisons

of the estimated M2 component of the east and north

tidal velocities showed decreases in the rms differences

of more than 1 cm s21 between the standard method and

those with additional quality controls. Application of the

threshold criteria alone appear to make the most differ-

ence for the fall east velocity component, because the

FIG. 8. The effect of using arithmetic verses power-weighted spatial

averaging to condense the full MUSIC results to 58 azimuthal bins.

Shown are (a) the bearing angle as well as the (b) antenna-3 SNR and

(c) signal power (both with speed overlain) for six radial velocities

falling within the same azimuthal bin along range cell 20 of ASIT at

1145 UTC 5 Dec 2010. The arithmetic mean of the six radials [shown

by the black line in (b) and (c)] was 213 cm s21, while the antenna-3

SNR weighted mean was 217 cm s21 [dashed line in (b)]. Because

the more positive radial speed had much weaker signal power, the

power-weighted average was 225 cm s21 [dashed line in (c)].
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decrease for the thresholds method is greater than that of

the combined thresholds/weights method. However, for

the smaller northward tidal component, the addition of

the weighted average was critical to realizing the decrease

in rms difference seen, because the largest decrease oc-

curs for that method only (Fig. 9). For the winter dataset,

east hourly rms differences decreased by 0.75 to

5.75 cm s21 from the standard to the thresholds/weights

methods, while the north rms differences decreased by

0.5 to 7.5 cm s21 (Fig. 10). Comparisons of the east and

north estimated M2 tidal components for the winter

dataset showed up to a 1 cm s21 decrease in rms values

from the standard method. In both cases, application of

the thresholding criteria appeared to account for the

largest part of the decreased rms difference realized.

The maximum reduction in rms difference seen,

2.5 cm s21, represents a significant (50%) drop in the

error variance, based on the total rms difference values

for vector velocities. Additionally, application of the

new methods had an important effect on minimizing the

observed biases of the M2 tidal components. As de-

scribed above, a biased estimate of a narrowband signal

such as the M2 tide is an indicator of additional data

quality problems within the dataset. However, the ad-

ditional quality controls were able to reduce the phase

difference between the ADCP and HFR results for both

datasets (Fig. 11). In the fall period, only the thresholds/

weights data product was able to match the phase and

approximate magnitude of the 4 cm s21 amplitude

northern component of the M2 tide. For the weaker tide

FIG. 9. Comparison of the rms differences and correlation coefficients between the ADCP and LPWR and METS HFR velocity

estimates made with the standard (S), thresholds (T), and thresholds/weights (TW) methods applied to the fall dataset shown in Fig. 4. The

rms differences (cm s21; circles and solid lines, left-hand axes) and correlation coefficients (triangles and dashed lines, right-hand axes) are

shown in each panel for the three HFR processing methods. Results are shown for (top) raw velocites and (bottom) M2 tidal fits for both

radial velocities (from left to right) from each site and combined east and north velocities.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the winter dataset, which included data from the third site, ASIT.
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present during the winter period, both advanced methods

were closer in phase to the ADCP estimate than the

standard method (Fig. 11), but are 0.8 cm s21 smaller in

magnitude than the ADCP-estimated tidal magnitude.

The 12-m node location was not the only location

within the MVCO HFR domain having significant

changes in the magnitude of the M2 tide between the

data products. Figure 12 shows the spatial structure of

the M2 tidal ellipses during the winter data period (top),

using the thresholds/weights method, as well as the dif-

ferences between the semimajor and semiminor axes of

standard and thresholds/weights methods (bottom). In

the lower panel, changes in the semimajor (semiminor)

axis are plotted along the east–west (north–south) axis,

with positive changes being eastward (northward). Thus,

eastward and northward changes represent increases in

axis magnitudes between the standard and thresholds/

weights methods. Differences between the two products

vary spatially. In the region around ASIT both major and

minor axes are 2–4 cm s21 greater using the thresholds/

weights methods, meaning that the advanced data product

is able to remove more of the tidal energy present. Farther

offshore, the major axis increases are often larger than the

changes seen to the minor axis.

In addition to thresholds/weights M2 tidal ellipses

agreeing more closely with results from the 12-m node

ADCP, tidal ellipses using this method were more

similar to ellipses from a recently deployed array of

ADCP measurements (Lentz et al. 2008) at 7-, 17-, and

27-m water depths (also shown in black in the upper

panel of Fig. 12). The ADCP estimates are based on

measurements obtained during the same calendar dates as

the HFR winter dataset, but in 2008–09. While these ad-

ditional comparisons are not as robust as the direct com-

parisons with the 12-m node ADCP, they do offer

additional evidence that the thresholds/weights methods

offer a better estimate over a wide region of the MVCO

domain.

7. Conclusions

This work has illustrated how a number of changes to

the standard processing methods utilized to derive surface

FIG. 11. Scatterplots of the north component of the M2 tidal fit from

all methods for the (a) fall and (b) winter data periods.

FIG. 12. (a) Spatial map of the M2 tidal ellipses for the thresholds/

weights method results. (b) Differences of the semimajor and semi-

minor axis of the thresholds/weights method from the standard

method results. Eastward and northward changes represent increases

in axes magnitude between standard and thresholds/weights.
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currents from HFR measurements can further reduce

velocity differences with in situ observations. Both the

inclusion of minimum threshold criteria for the received

signal parameters and direction-finding metrics as well as

the use of weighted radial velocity averages were needed

to provide the maximum reductions seen. Importantly,

both strategies have ready physical interpretations. The

threshold criteria used eliminated radial estimates where

the DOA function was poorly defined; thus, the radials

would have high bearing uncertainty. The same was true

for radials where the signal-to-noise ratio of the monopole

antenna (antenna 3) was small. Weighting the velocity

averages by the MUSIC-estimated power level gives the

stronger returns, considered to be more representative of

the velocity within the averaging cell, which increased

significance. Both the threshold and weighting strategies

also have the potential to be easily integrated into the

standard processing software in a way that would allow for

user controls of the parameters of interest.

Specific to the newly deployed MVCO HFR array,

application of these methods reduced the errors between

HFR and in situ sensors by up to 2 cm s21 for hourly es-

timates of north and east velocities. However, as is evi-

dent from the smaller rms differences for the hourly

estimates of the winter dataset compared to the fall

dataset, the increase in accuracy resulting from the ad-

vanced data quality methods was exceeded by the in-

crease resulting from the addition of a third radar site

in the middle of the domain. The addition of this site

enabled decreased rms differences with the 12-m node

ADCP to values approaching 5.5 cm s21 using the ad-

vanced methods. Based on literature estimates, these

discrepancies are at or near the noise floor (instrument 1

geophysical) for the instruments, especially given the in-

creased independence of the radial and vector estimates

obtained.

However, it is important to note that the addition of

the third site did not alter the bias of the M2 tidal con-

stituents seen in the standard method results from either

dataset. Application of the advanced quality controls

described here were necessary to reduce the observed

biases of this basic component of the tidal velocity.

Again, the ability of HFR-based surface currents to re-

solve a narrowband signal, such as the M2 tide, without

significant bias is important for multiple reasons. With

a biased estimate of the tide, the true tidal signal cannot

be properly removed for analyses of synoptic events or

subtidal dynamics. Additionally, a biased tidal signal is a

likely indicator for similar biases in the nontidal velocities

themselves. Thus, addition of these advanced data quality

methods is seen as being especially critical to making

unbiased observations of the smaller, across-shelf com-

ponents of surface velocity.
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